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Seismic 

risk
= Exposure vulnerabilityx

The all important equation



Adapted from Bilham 2009

Larger earthquake = 

more deaths.
Haiti

Chile 1950

But is it really so 

simple?

Dalbandin 2011

Deaths vs Magnitude



A 1000 years of earthquake deaths

Bilham 2009



Crowley & Elliot 2011

Global population distrbution





More to the story?

Population exposed1,000,000 350,000

Killed 0 230,000

7.1                            Magnitude                             7.1

Port au Prince, Haiti 2010 Christchurch, New Zealand 2010



The rich pay and the poor 

die

P. England & R. Bilham

Earthquakes don’t kill

people ─ buildings do
Ambraseys 1967

<1% California GDP

100% Haiti GDP

The poverty curse



less corrupt 
than expected

more corrupt 
than expected

Ambraseys & Bilham, 2011

"The $3.5* trillion construction industry is the most corrupt sector of the world economy"
Transparency International 2005

The corruption curse



Corruption Perception Index 2016

Transparency International

Two thirds of countries below 50



83% of all deaths from earthquakes in the 
past 30 years were in low income corrupt 
nations

Ambraseys & Bilham, Nature, 2011



Is it safe? Build dam/house etc.

Ask another seismologist!

No

Ask a seismologist Yes

No

Quality 

assurance 

loop

How to consult a corrupt 
seismologist



The city concentration effect



The city concentration effect





Seismic Cities Project Mission

To promote multi-disciplinary applied research in order to understand 

the full spectrum of seismic resilience in vulnerable cities around 

the world, and to promote the exchange of ideas and experiences 

with city officials, urban planners and the people living and working

in 'Seismic Cities'.



Case study area: Santiago

Recently affected by large earthquake

in 2010

Fairly resilient city to offshore events

Newly recognised active fault next to 

the city: the San Ramon Fault

Ideal place to study the perceptions of

risk 

Transferable lessons?

Santiago



Drury et al 2015

How do psychological and social groupings affect response during a disaster?

The “common fate” effect



C: The San Ramon Fault

NASA



Seismic risk scenarios

Vargas et al., 2014

Two historical earthquakes: ~16k and ~8k years ago

Both magnitude ~7.5



Seismic Risk Scenario



Seismic Risk Scenario

Total collapsed residential buildings ~70,000



Seismic Risk Scenario

Total lives lost ~4,700



Seismic Risk Scenario

Total cost of residential building damage  

~12 billion USD



Summary

• Poverty, ignorance and corruption exacerbate the impacts of 

earthquakes on communities

• Seismic resilience is more than just better building design and 

construction.

• Psychological resilience stems from integrated communities

• Future work: How can we quantify the full spectrum of physical 

and social resilience?


